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Primer effects are a type of communication, where pheromones affect the bodily functions of 
other individuals. Primer effects provide benefits for reproduction, as animals can prepare 
their bodies for mating successfully. For male mice, reproductive changes can take place when 
exposed to soiled female bedding containing female pheromones. These pheromones are 
detected by the vomeronasal organ (VNO), located within the nasal cavity. The VNO contains 
two neuron types, expressing either Gαi2 or Gαo G-proteins. By knocking-out Gαo neurons it 
is possible to determine whether these neurons are important in male mice to regulate 
responses to female pheromones. In this project, I observed that neurons within the VNO 
showed a large increase in activation after 1hr of female bedding exposure, irrespective of 
whether Gαo was deleted in the VNO. When mice were given chronic long-term bedding 
exposure over 10 weeks, then female bedding exposure, this resulted in fewer neurons being 
activated in the vomeronasal organ, compared to those without long-term bedding exposure, 
suggesting desensitization of the response. I observed no effect of long-term bedding exposure 
on sperm motility or testicular counts in either genotype, although deletion of Gαo in the VNO 
unexpectedly increased epididymal sperm counts. Over the ten-week experiment mice with 
Gαo deleted also lost more weight compared to wildtype mice. A decrease in body weight 
could suggest reproductive investment, as energy is being investing in sperm production and 
secreting pheromones to attract female mice. My results are partially inconsistent with 
previous studies because I did not observe primer effects on male reproductive physiology 
with long-term female bedding exposure in either genotype. Surprisingly I found evidence of 
greater reproductive investment in mice that do not express Gαo in the VNO. I hypothesize 
that this may be because they have not perceived male pheromones when caged with other 
males prior to the experiment. Male-male pheromonal communication suppresses reproductive 
function, and thus deletion of Gαo may inhibit these negative effects from occurring. 
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Communication of health, reproductive status and threat levels between animals is key to the 
survival of species. One major mechanism of communication in many animals is via 
olfaction. Olfactory signals are typically small molecules excreted from animals that provide 
a biological profile to other members of the species when detected via the olfactory system 
(1). A specific subset of olfactory signals can be defined as pheromones, because they initiate 
a specific response effect in the recipients. Pheromones function as ectohormones, similar to 
hormones except they are secreted outside the body, and influence the behaviour of another 
individual (2).  Pheromonal effects are divided into two categories (3), 1.  Signalling effects 
where pheromones affect the behaviour of other animals: 2. Primer effects where 
pheromones affect the physiology (bodily functions) of animals. A key difference between 
these categories is that signalling effects trigger immediate changes, whereas primer effects 
take time to develop and persist longer. The physical alterations caused by primer effects 
provide a measurable way to quantify the outcome of communication between animals. This 
can be compared to signalling effects that can only be measured by assessing behaviour over 
a short timeframe. 
 
1.1.2 Primer Effects 
 
The most studied type of primer effects are those that influence the reproductive system. 
Primer effects are advantageous to the recipient animal because they can prime their bodies in  
anticipation of reproduction. For example if a possible partner is nearby, the detecting animal 
can reallocate reproductive resources to increase the chances of a successful fertilization, 
therefore anticipating the mating ahead. The mouse has been the primary experimental model 
for studying primer effects, due to the large amount of knowledge on the interaction between 
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their physiological and social systems (4) that already exists in the field. Within mouse 
studies there has been a predominant focus on the effects of male odorants that enact 
responses in females (i.e. “female primer effects” (5)), providing a good foundation for the 
study of male primer effects, the subset of this thesis.  Note that due to the wide variety of 
pheromonal signals, the term odorant is used as a blanket term when discussing bodily 
excretions presented to the recipient subjects. Below is listed some female primer effects that 
are relevant to the study of male primer effects. The Vandenbergh effect is a phenomenon in 
which an early induction of the first estrus cycle occurs in pre-pubertal female mice, as a 
result of exposure to the pheromone-laden urine of a sexually mature male mouse (5). The 
Whitten effect is a stimulation by male pheromones that causes the synchronization of the 
estrus cycles in a population of mature females (6, 7). The Lee–Boot effect is the suppression 
or prolongation of estrus cycles of mature female mice that can occur when females are 
housed in groups and isolated from males (8, 9). The Vandenbergh effect has been discovered 
in males (10), where a mature female’s odour can induce early sexual maturity in males. The 
Whitten effect involves the anticipation for mating as the females shorten their estrus cycle 
and can more quickly mate due to the male odorant exposure. Similar to this is a previously 
observed male primer effect; where the anticipation of mating increases sperm production 
(11). The Lee–Boot effect being the suppression of female reproduction, under a lack of male 
odorants, can also be seen in males where upon lack of female exposure, males don’t produce 
higher levels of sperm (11).  
 
1.2 Vomeronasal system 
Pheromones need to be detected to initiate a response as a primer effect. In the context of 
male primer effects, odorants are released by the female mice and are then inhaled by the 
snout of the male mouse. Once inside the nasal cavity, odorants can be processed by two 
separate systems, the main olfactory system and accessory vomeronasal system.  If the 
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female scent is processed via the main olfactory system, it is detected by receptors located in 
the upper nasal passage epithelium (the main olfactory epithelium), and transmits scent 
information to the olfactory bulb, onto the olfactory tract then onto the brain for sensory 
processing (12). The pheromonal component of the female odour is detected by the 
vomeronasal organ (VNO). This is an auxiliary olfactory organ, and follows similar neural 
pathways to the main olfactory system. The VNO is divided into two neuronal subgroups that 
use G-protein coupled receptors; the apical layer of neurons which express the G-protein, 




Figure 1.1 A cross section of the vomeronasal organ. Within the two lobes shown, red 
indicates where the basal, Gαo expressing regions are located and blue indicates where the 
apical, Gαi2 expressing regions are located. The long crescent gap located next to the apical 
region is used for air filtration so odorants have exposure to the receptors. The circular holes 
located on the outer sides of the sections are designed for blood vessel passage.  
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1.2.1 Gαo and Gαi2 
In the Vomeronasal System, the distinction between the roles of the Gαo and Gαi2 
expressing-neurons haven’t been studied in depth (15). Both detect pheromones, but little is 
known about their role and prominence of activation within this neuronal system. To test Gαo 
and Gαi2 neuronal functions, the responses in the mouse’s downstream physiological systems 
(for, example the reproductive system) can be used, as the VNO neurons responses to 
odorants are likely to change how these systems normally function. If Gαo or Gαi2 are 
purposefully deactivated in mice, their function can be discovered by comparing responses to 
odorants in normal mice. This model can be used in the study of primer effects, to determine 
whether adaptions in reproductive physiology are blocked or persist when these G-proteins 
are inactivated. Many studies have already contributed to the advancement of the social-
pheromonal model by deactivating certain components of the VNO system to test their 
function (11, 13, 14). The creation of Gαo knockout mice (Gαo KO), (the focus of this study) 
involves the deactivation of the Gnao1 gene in all mature olfactory sensory neurons and basal 
VNO neurons that produce Gαo proteins (13). In these Gαo KO mice it has been shown that 
most female primer effects are inhibited in response to male odorants (15), highlighting the 
important of Gαo-expressing neurons in female reproductive physiology and primer effects. 
However, this model has not yet been used to assess male primer responses. 
 
1.2.2 pS6 Activation 
Another way to understand the role of VNO neurons in primer effects is to assess their 
activation in response to odorants. Ribosomal S6 is a protein located within VNO neurons 
that is phosphorylated when these neurons are active, thus indicating neuronal activation. 
Using an antibody for S6 phosphorylation (pS6) and immunohistochemistry, sections of the 
VNO can be stained to assess the activation of either the basal (Gαo) and apical (Gαi2) 
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neurons (16). Different patterns of activation have been recorded in Gαo and Gαi2 expressing 
neurons, under different primer effects. An example of this is sex dependent differences in 
activation of these neurons in responses to same and opposite sex odour cues (16). In a 
published study (16), one hour before euthanasia mice were exposed to opposite sex odours, 
as this is peak response activation time for VNO neurons. Females exposed to male odours 
showed pS6 activation in both the basal (Gαo) and apical (Gαi2) levels of the VNO, whereas 
males exposed to female odours showed predominate neuronal activation in the apical layer, 
that expresses Gαi2. Males exposed to male odours showed neuronal activation in both the 
basal (Gαo) and apical (Gαi2) regions. This provided greater understanding of the primer 
effect pathway, as it indicates that opposite sex pheromones can activate one or both of the 
two VNO neuron types. However, in reality mice will be exposed to many different odours 
over various temporal scales. The continuous activation of Gαo or Gαi2 over long periods of 
time may thus have different neuronal responses, and result in a cumulative influence on the 
reproductive system’s primer effects. 
 
1.2.3 Accessory Olfactory Pathway 
After Gαo/Gαi2 activation in the VNO, the neuron projections transit to the accessory 
olfactory bulb located within the main olfactory bulb. Projections from this then lead to the 
amygdala and finally onto the hypothalamus, see Figure 1.2 (15, 17) which allows sensory 
information detected by the olfactory system to influence reproductive function. 
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Figure 1.2 The accessory olfaction pathway. Shown above is the location of the VNO in the 
roof pallet of the mouth, with the projecting figure showing the layers of Gαo and Gαi2 
receptors within one of the VNO lobes. The Blue and Red arrows indicate the VNO neurons 
projection to the Accessory olfactory bulb (AOB), onto the vomeronasal amygdala (VnA), 
then to the hypothalamus (Hypo.) Lobe Image sourced (14). 
 
1.3 Reproduction 
The reproductive system is driven by the hypothalamic–pituitary–gonadal (HPG) axis (18). 
The pathway begins in the hypothalamus, where gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) is 
synthesized and secreted from GnRH neurons; the effects of pheromones on the 
neuroendocrine system are thus predominately mediated by changes in the activity of these 
neurons (19). GnRH is secreted into the anterior pituitary gland, regulating the release of 
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follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH), which migrate to the 
reproductive tissues through the bloodstream (20) (see Fig 1.3). In males, LH binds to the 
Leydig cells of the testis. Within these cells, there is stimulation of the cholesterol-to-
testosterone conversion pathway.  
 
 
Figure 1.3 The HPG axis. Starting in the hypothalamus, GnRH is secreted and moves via the 
median eminence to the anterior of the pituitary gland. This causes the secretion of LH and 
FSH from the pituitary into the bloodstream, where they travel to the testis and interact with 
the cells in and surrounding the rete testis. The Leydig cell is stimulated by LH and the 
Sertoli cell is stimulated by FSH. 
 
1.3.1 LH Peak 
LH is an important factor for male reproduction, due to its stimulation of testosterone 
production, which is vital for male fertility. Similar to pS6, LH levels peak at 1hr post 
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exposure to female odorants in male mice (21). A rise in LH levels directly correlates to a rise 
in testosterone within the testes. 
 
1.3.2 Testicular Sperm Counts 
 
Gonadotrophic hormones modulate the testes, particularly spermatogenesis, the primary 
testicular function (22). Spermatogenesis is the process through which haploid cells become 
sperm, by forming into components that allow motility such as the tail and acrosomal head. 
LH and FSH bind to Leydig and Sertoli cells in the testis to stimulate this function (23) FSH, 
acts on the Sertoli cells of the testis, which stimulates primary spermatocytes to undergo the 
first division of meiosis. This is critical for the initiation of spermatogenesis (24). LH binding 
to the Leydig cells in the interstitial tissue provides testosterone for the seminiferous tubule 
cells; this then also aids in spermatogenesis (4). The development of sperm is increased when 
gonadotrophic hormones are increased (25), and this can be seen by an increase of spermatic 
heads, one of the last physical developments before migration to the epididymis. Changes in 
testicular sperm counts have shown to be responsive to primer effects, as sperm production 
rates can been influenced by social conditions (26). 
 
1.3.3 Epididymal Sperm Counts 
Fully formed sperm from the testes travel into the epididymis where spermatid maturation 
takes place. Sperm maturation is a process whereby spermatozoa acquire fertilizing capacity 
during their transit through the epididymis (27). This process is supported by testosterone and 
thereby is under gonadotrophic influence (28). The epididymis runs alongside and receives 
immature sperm from the testis, matures them along it length and then stores the motile, fully 
developed sperm in the cauda (the end of the epididymis) (29). Sperm counts are an 
important indicator of fertility as a higher sperm count increases the chance of a sperm 
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reaching the ova and fertilization taking place. As a form of reproductive anticipation 
epididymal sperm counts are higher in male mice that have been exposed to female odorants 
(11), presumably increasing their chance of a successful fertilization. 
 
1.3.4 Epididymal Sperm motility 
Because sperm stored in the epididymis are motile, motility can be assessed alongside the 
epididymal counts. Sperm motility is important to male fertility as sperm need to move 
through the female reproductive tract to reach and fertilize the egg. Motility can be 
determined by counting sperm that show progressive movement in recorded images. Primer 
effects have been recorded for sperm motility, with higher percentages of motile sperm found 
in the male mice exposed to female odorants (11). Specifically, dominant mice show higher 
sperm motility than the subordinate mice when exposed to female odorants at the same time 
as being housed in competitive conditions. And when no female odorants are present, there is 
no difference between males of difference social status (11). Further demonstrating a direct 
role of olfactory function in mediating the role of primer effects on sperm motility, when the 
VNO is surgically removed from subordinate mice, high sperm motility is observed in these 
males, to the level seen in dominates. This can occur even without female odorant exposure, 
suggesting the odours of dominant males cause suppression of sperm motility irrespective of 
female odours (30). This also shows that the VNO is the predominant olfactory system used 
to induce the primer suppression of sperm motility in the subordinate mice.  
 
1.3.5 Accessory Reproductive Organ Weights 
Accessory reproductive organs are also under the control of reproductive hormones like 
testosterone (31). Postnatally, most of the development for these organs takes place during 
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puberty, with small fluctuations throughout the life cycle (32). It is predicted that 
reproductive primer effects would affect the weights/sizes of these organs to better aid in the 
increased reproductive output. Preputial glands are used to produce pheromones for sexual 
signalling (33). Upon exposure to female odorants an increase in pheromone production is 
needed to attract possible females for mating and to mark out territories to ward off 
competitors. Bigger preputial glands are needed to accommodate the increase in sexual 
signalling. Increased weight of preputial glands has been shown in dominant mice, compared 
to subordinate mice, when they were kept with female odorants (11, 30, 34, 35).  
The testicles are the site of spermatogenesis and fluctuate in weight (26) due to hormone 
level changes and this aids in the increase of sperm production. The seminal vesicles provide 
lubricant for sperm transport. An increase in spermatic output requires an increase in seminal 
fluid to support it, and hence a larger seminal vesicle mass would be required. A primer effect 
on seminal vesicles sizes can be seen with males in high competition groups showing an 
increase in size (36).  
 
1.3.6 Body Weight Change  
An altered metabolism can help prepare an individual for anticipation of reproduction. Body 
weight provides the fuel for sperm production and territory defence (26), and body weight 
itself is often dependent on reproductive hormone levels, leading to sexual dimorphism in 
body size. Exposure to female bedding causes the weight of mice to decrease, as their bodies 
try to produce metabolically costly sexual signals, including pheromone production and 
release, to attract females in the region (34, 37). If the male mice are exposed to male 
odorants they begin investment in territory defence, and scent marking to fend off other 
competitors to attain a successful mating. Male-specific odorant signals are testosterone 
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dependent (38-40)  and their expression has been associated with metabolic costs (41-43). 
Primer effects induced by females to increase reproductive output in males can thereby also 
be used to elicit primer effects in return to the females, as the pheromonal output of the males 
sexual signalling changes under the female odour stimulation. 
 
1.4 Feedback loop 
Changes in reproductive output and levels of testosterone can alter the biological profile of 
male mice. This means that detection of priming pheromones in a receiving male can 
influence his own ability to produce pheromones, attract females, and initiate primer effects 
in other individuals. Pheromonal changes can occur within these males, which then are 
released, and impact surrounding animals, changing their pheromonal output, which is then 
detected by the initial male again. This causes a long feedback loop between animals, and 
may be important in the development of complex sexual signalling and competitive 
interactions that are seen in wild animals. 
 
1.4.1 Odorant Excretion and Exposure 
Pheromones are produced and excreted along with urine and other biological secretions. The 
preputial gland and the liver produce the majority of the odorant pheromones in male mice. 
The preputial gland, which is positioned on either side of the prepuce, secretes into the 
urethra and therefore pheromones are added into urine before being released in scent marks 
(44). The liver produces Major Urinary Proteins (MUP’s) that are also excreted into the urine 
(45), (Fig 1.4). Changes in these organs, to promote pheromone production, are caused by 
circulating hormones, and thus exposure to external odorants can influence a mouses ability 
to produce pheromones. Different odorants and pheromones also require different levels of 
contact to initiate a response in the receiving animals. Some olfactory signals are volatile 
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(e.g. airborne) and can be detected from a distance, while others are non-volatile and need 
direct contact to activate a subset of VNO neurons and initiate a response. Exposure to 
volatile and non-volatile MUPs (See Fig 1.4), effects the activation of the Gαo and Gαi2 
neurons (15, 16) which can lead to changes in the expected primer effects. In particular, it has 
been shown that for some primer and behavioural effects to be initiated the receiving animal 
must directly contact the odour source (46). This means that when looking at previous primer 
effect experiments or planning a future one, methods for pheromonal administration must be 
considered thoroughly to provide optimal results. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Pheromone production and exposure style. Left hand panel shows where 
pheromones are commonly produced, with Major Urinary Proteins being secreted from the 
Liver, then into the bladder. Preputial Glands are located adjacent to the urethra and are 
excreted when urination occurs. Right hand panel shows the four common odour exposure 
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techniques: soiled bedding, soiled bedding plus visual exposure, direct urine contact and the 
wafting technique. Listed is also the type of odour that is being used, volatile or non-volatile.  
1.5 Social and Physical Variables that Influence Primer Effects 
The social model of mouse behaviour is vastly intricate and so too is the unique biological 
profile of individual mice. The variation between mice in odorants production, coupled with 
the interactions between them when multiple mice are in one area (26) and differences in 
individual’s odour detection and responses, presents many complications when trying to 
discern which pheromones are causing specific primer effects. Seemingly well-established 
primer effects, such as how opposite sex odorants elicit reproductive changes, can be altered 
by factors such as the age and dominance/subordination status of the subject, stress and 
housing conditions (11, 47-50). Thus, replication of previously established primer effects in 
experiments could be influenced by a variety of factors, which can impact whether primer 
effects present themselves or are even utilized by animals in natural conditions. 
1.5.1 Age 
An inhibitory factor that may limit whether primer effects occur is the age of an animal. 
Aging is commonly characterized as an increasing impairment of function and a decline in 
fertility (51). This would affect primer effects on two fronts, as odorant detection strength 
would go down with age as neurons degrade in the VNO and hypothalamic regions (52, 53) 
and the decline in fertility would hinder the measurement of reproductive output. This can 
lead to primer effects that would be present in the younger population, not being detectable in 
old mice. This loss of reproductive ability has been seen in mouse studies with the analysis of 
2 to 30-month-old males. Progressive losses in mating success and sperm production was 
found between 18-30 month old male, and these were associated with decreased levels of LH 
and testosterone (54). 
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1.5.2 Social Conditions 
The housing conditions of female mice influence primer effects. 2,5-Dimethylpyrazine is a 
compound that is secreted in higher amounts when females are housed in large groups. 
Females exposed to high amounts of 2,5-dimethylpyrazine show the Lee–Boot effect 
(suppression of the estrus cycle) (55), which shows caging style can change reproductive 
output. High amounts of 2,5-dimethylpyrazine can also induce sperm head abnormalities in 
male mice (56) and in rats the weight of prostate and seminal vesicles, as well as testosterone 
levels can be significantly decreased (57). Therefore the housing conditions of females could 
be an important factor in male primer effect studies, as this could influence whether males 
show a positive or negative reproductive response to female bedding, which could contain 
both inhibitory and stimulatory pheromonal cues. 
Male housing primer effects are often controlled by the dominant and subordinate status 
formed between males. Male dominance is most often determined by testosterone levels (47) 
and higher levels changes the pheromonal output of the dominant mice. There is no initial 
pheromonal signal of subordination, only a lack of testosterone, so it is the dominant’s 
pheromones that impacts on the subordinate and defines the new relationship status. When 
two males are housed together a hierarchy is established resulting in the suppression of the 
reproductive output for the submissive, even with female odorant stimulation (11). 
The opposite side to group housed mice, is the effects when mice are singly housed. Isolation 
stress is a strong modulator of primer effect expression, as corticosterone levels are highest in 
the females kept in isolation (3), and also in males, resulting in a decrease in reproductive 
output (48, 58, 59). These numerous influences provide a very precarious set of rules for 
social conditions to optimally study primer effects from one sex to another. 
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1.6 Aims of this study 
The major aim of this study was to determine whether Gαo-neurons play a role in mediating 
primer effects in male mice, since these neurons play a key role in primer effects in females 
(15). Due to only two neuron types being present in the VNO and studies indicating that there 
can be sex specific differences in activation, the functional significance of two different 
anatomically separated G-protein neurons needs to be resolved. By quantifying how 
reproduction changes, in responses to primer effects, in normal mice and mice where the 
expression of these specific G-proteins are inhibited, the role of these individual neuronal 
populations can be understood.  
We hypothesize that Gαo knockout mice will show a reduction in the reproductive primer 
effects that are expected with stimulation by female odours, compared to wildtype (WT) 
mice. 
 
Therefore, the aims in respect to this hypothesis are: 
 
1. To determine if the Gαo KO mice neurons show a decrease in Short-term VNO activation 
compared to WT mice. 
 
2. To determine if there is a decrease in reproductive primer effects, specifically testicular 
sperm counts, epididymal sperm motility/counts, reproductive organ size and body 





2 Materials and Methods 
2.1 Gαo Knockout Mice 
Ethical approval was attained for this experiment, with 46 mice initially used, although this 
was reduced to 43 across the experiment after 3 mice died of natural causes. All mice were 
between the ages of six and nine months old at the start of the experiment. The Gαo KO’s 
were created by inserting loxP recombination sites that disrupt the Gnao1 gene. A mouse that 
is homozygous at both Gnao1 genes can be crossed with a mouse with a gene controlling Cre 
recombinase, which is under the control of the olfactory marker protein (OMP) promotor. All 
mature olfactory sensory neurons and vomeronasal sensory neurons express the protein OMP. 
This only deactivates the basal VNO neurons that produce Gαo proteins. The resulting 
offspring have cell-specific ablation of the cells of interest (13). The WT mice have the same 
genetic background as the Gαo KO mice, with Gnao1fx/fx (homozygous for both floxed 
Gnao1 and OMP) but without the Cre recombinase. All mice were genotyped at the start and 
the end of the experiment to confirm genotypes. 
2.2 Bedding treatments 
All male mice were housed in same sex groups until two weeks before the start of the 
experiment, where they were then caged separately. The mice were divided into 4 treatment 
groups, with 11 WT and 13 Gαo KO receiving female bedding and 10 WT and 9 Gαo KO 
receiving fresh bedding as a neutral substrate. The female bedding was taken alternately from 
2 cages, with each cage containing two females. The females where placed into fresh bedding 
cages if their bedding was being used that day. The bedding was administered to the mice by 
sprinkling it around the edges of the cages where territorial smelling is done. This took place 
over a 10 week period, at 11am on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. To stop over flow of 
bedding in the cages, every time bedding was administered an equal amount of old bedding 
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was removed with a different scooper. If a pile of faeces was present, this was removed, to 
stop it’s scent over-baring the female bedding or neutral bedding. A total bedding change for 
all mice took place at week 4 and week 8 on a Tuesday. The light/dark cycle was kept at a 
12h light cycle with lights off at 8am. Manipulations were conducted under sodium lighting. 
Food and water was given ad libitum.   
 
2.2.1 Weekly weighing  
The mice where weighed every Wednesday at the same time as their bedding treatments. This 
was used as an indicator of health and recorded to assess metabolic changes over the 10 
weeks. 
 
2.2.2 Bedding exposure one hour before euthanasia 
For testing Ps6 activation, at the end of the 10 weeks of bedding exposure, the four groups 
were divided in half. One hour before euthanasia (16) the mice were exposed to either a dose 
of neutral fresh bedding or female bedding (See Table 2.1 And Fig 2.1) to assess acute 
neuronal activation. 
 
Table 2.1 Numbered groups for Genotypes and Long-bedding and Short-bedding exposures. 
 
















WT 4  6 5  6 
Gao 
KO 







Figure 2.1 Flow chart of bedding exposure. The Gαo KO and WT mice were divided into 
groups for female bedding exposure, and no female bedding exposure (Control) that took 
place over 10 weeks. These four groups are then each divided into two smaller groups for 
short term bedding exposure that occurs 1hr before euthanasia, where again half received 
female bedding and the other acted as the control. 
 
2.3 Euthanasia and Harvesting 
All mice were euthanised within one week (Monday-Friday) with one of each of the 
treatment types done on each day. Four mice were killed every hour starting at 11am with up 
to 10 mice done per day. The Following procedure took 10-15mins per mouse, with two 
people performing the harvesting at the same time, so that the first two mice of the hour 
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would be completed by 11:15 and the last two by 11:30, and then so forth with the 12 o’clock 
group, etc. 
 
2.3.1 Cervical dislocation 
Mice were euthanised by cervical dislocation. They were weighed and placed onto a 
dissecting table, with paws pinned back. Blood for a LH assay was collected via needle into 
the heart and placed into a test tube containing anti-coagulant (EDTA) then placed in the 
fridge until later, though this was not able to be assayed due to the Covid lockdown. Cuts 
were made through the lower half of the abdomen to expose the inner body wall. The 
preputial glands were removed and weighed. Next a straight cut was made through the inner 
body wall and the fat pads connected to the testes are pulled out. 
 
2.3.2 Sperm sampling 
While the spermatic cords and testes were still connected to the body, the left and right cauda 
of the epididymis was identified, cut either side, then placed into a 37°C pre heated petri dish 
containing 1ml of spermatic buffer mTH (See appendix). Five small cuts with scissors were 
made along the cauda and the sperm are left to swim out for 5 mins, while the petri dish was 
on a 37°C heat pad. Once the five minutes were finished the cauda was removed and the 
spermatic buffer was pipetted into a test tube and place into a 37°C heat block, until analysis 
(36). 
 
2.3.3 Testes Harvesting 
The testes and the seminal vesicles were then removed and weighed; seminal vesicles were 
discarded after. One testis was flash frozen by liquid nitrogen and placed into a -80°C freezer, 
to be used for spermatic head counts, the other was placed into formaldehyde and refrigerated 
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at 4°C and was going to be used for testicular morphology sectioning, but this could not be 
analysed due to the Covid lockdown. 
 
2.3.4 Head Removal and Body Disposal 
The head was cut off using scissors and placed on to ice. The VNO dissection was conducted 
within 4 hrs of euthanasia. The remaining body was discarded. 
 
2.4 Epididymal Sperm analyses 
After a maximum of 2hrs in a test tube on a heat block at 37°C sperm samples were analysed 
for sperm motility. Test tubes containing sperm in spermatic buffer were inverted several 
times and mixed with a pipette before 6μm of sperm was pipetted into a 6μm Leja slide. The 
sperm samples from the left and right epididymides were run on the same slide in the two 
separate chambers.  The slide was then placed on a slide warmer underneath the microscope 
which was maintained at 37°C. Using the SCA CASA (Computer Assisted Sperm Analyser), 
the program for sperm Motility was used with the dilution set to 1:1. The microscope was set 
at x4 magnification, with a green filter placed over the light while the Phase Control was set 
to 1. In the Motility program, the image settings were placed at 575 for Grain, with Blackness 
level being 0 and Exposure set at 30,000, so that the background was black and only the 
sperm visible in the live video.  Six fields were captured per chamber, making sure that a 
different field of view was captured each time. The minimum number of sperm analysed in 
order to generate averages was >150. The data output was then saved to the computer. 
 
2.4.1 Epididymal Sperm data collection  
The data was recorded from the total sperm counts of the six fields, and also the sperm 
percentages for: Motile, Progressive, Rapid Progressive, Medium Progressive, Non-
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Progressive, and Immotile. For Progressive and Motile categories, the spermatic speeds were 
also recorded for Curvilinear velocity (VCL), Average path velocity (VAP), Straight line 
velocity (VSL), Straightness (STR), Linearity (LIN), Wobble (WOB), Lateral head amplitude 
(ALH) and Beat cross frequency (BCF). The data from the left and right testes for all 
categories mentioned above were then averaged. 
 
2.5 VNO dissection 
To remove the VNO from the head scissors were inserted down into the mouse’s mouth and 
cut through the mandible bones on either side. The jaw and the tongue was then peeled back 
and cut off where they attached. Next all fur, skin and muscle were removed by peeling the 
skin off at the snout and then cutting it all off at the neck. The head was placed into a PBS 
filled Petri dish. The roof plate of the mouth was removed by pinching it with tweezers just 
below the teeth and pulling back towards the throat. This revealed the VNO in the roof of the 
mouth. Using forceps a break was made into the tail bone (palatine process) of the VNO, at 
the connection to maxilla bones at the back of the pallet. The scissors were placed flat so that 
the blade laid across the VNO, and a twisting motion was made on the teeth so that the fusion 
of the premaxilla bones to the VNO at the front cracked while twisting and cutting. Once 
both sides of the bone connected to the VNO at the front became detached, the VNO was 
removed from the pallet using forceps and placed into the paraformaldehyde (PFA) overnight 
at 4°C. The VNO was then transferred to 30% Sucrose and was left, for a minimum of one 
day, at 4°C until ready to freeze. 
2.6 Freezing tissues 
One litre of liquid nitrogen had a stand with attached claw placed over it. A small plastic 
bucket was filled with Isopentane and placed on the claw stand, so that the bottom just dipped 
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into the liquid nitrogen. VNO sections were removed from the 30% sucrose and dipped into 
Optimal cutting temperature compound (OCT) to help remove the sucrose. A pipette head 
was filled with OCT and forceps were used to place the VNO inside. The forceps were then 
used to dip the VNO pipette into Isopentane and leave until OCT was frozen. The frozen 
pipette was then transferred to dry ice, then stored in a -80°C freezer until sectioning.  
2.7 Cryo-Sectioning  
A cryotome was set at -18°C and used to section 20µm thick pieces of VNO. The tissue was 
trimmed, until crescent structures were seen (Fig. 2.2), and then 6-8 sections were placed on 
2 slides each. Each slide was labelled pS6 and Gαo, and then specimen number added. Slides 
were placed into -80°C freezer until immunohistochemistry. 
 
Figure 2.2 Crescent Structures of the VNO. Lobes of the VNO shown above in the same 
orientation as they exist within the VNO cartilage casing. The crescents are used as a marker 
to indicate the correct tissue during sectioning, as Gαo and Gαi2 neurons are only present 
along the outer side of the crescent shaped ventilation openings. 
2.8 Gαo and pS6 Staining 
Slides were defrosted and Pap pen wax placed around the sections. Slides were washed in 
PBS, three times for five minutes each. A solution of PBS, Methanol and Hydrogen peroxide 
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was added to the slides for ten minutes, then washed off with PBS for five minutes. Blocking 
solution (100% Normal Goat serum 2.5ml, 10% Triton 1.5ml, PBS 46ml) was added for 1hr, 
removed, and then dilute Primary antibody was added and left to incubate overnight at 4°C.  
For Gαo a dilute Primary antibody (GNAO rabbit antibody GTX114439 from Sapphire 
Bioscience) was used at 1:500, with 2µl of Gαo antibody  to 1ml of Antibody dilution buffer 
(100% Bovine serum albumin 2.5ml, 10% Triton 1.5ml and PBS 48ml). For pS6 dilute 
Primary antibody (pS6(S235/236) Rabbit antibody 2211L from Cell Signalling) was used at 
1:100, with 10µl of pS6 antibody to 1ml of Antibody dilution buffer. One control was made 
with only Antibody dilution buffer and no primary antibody. Slides were washed the next day 
in PBS, three times for five minutes each. A solution of biotinylated secondary antibody 
(Goat anti Rb Ig(H+L) biotinylated BA-1000 from Vector) was diluted at 1:200 in dilution 
buffer, and added to all slides and left to incubate for 1hr at room temperature. Avidin-Biotin 
complex (ABC) was mixed (2 drops A, then 5ml PBS, then 2 drops B) and left to rest for 30 
minutes . After the secondary antibody step, sections were washed in PBS, three times for 
five minutes each, the incubated in ABC for 30 minutes, then washed in PBS, three times for 
five minutes each. Next DAB staining was made by mixing 5ml of distilled water with two 
drops of reagent A, four drops of reagent B, two drops of reagent C and two drops of reagent 
D. DAB was placed onto the slides and monitored under a dissection microscope to check 
staining levels between the control and the primary antibody sections. Once defined staining 
was present the slides were washed twice in distilled water. Slides were then dehydrated in 
increasing concentrations of ethanol (75%, 95%, 100%) and immersed in xylene for five 
minutes each. DPX was added to the slides and glass cover slips added, then left to dry before 
microscopy. Using the Olympus BX51 light microscope, the xiCamTool application was 
used to take images at 20x magnification. Cell staining was counted using ImageJ. 
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2.9 Testicular sperm counts 
The tunica albuginea was removed from the frozen testis. The testis were then placed into a 
plastic test tube containing 4ml DMSO/saline solution (9g NaCl in 800ml water, then add 
100ml DMSO). Using a Homogeniser Turrax at 7500rpm, the testis was homogenised in the 
test tube for 1min. 50µl of trypan blue was added to the tube, covered with parafilm wax and 
vortexed for five seconds. The homogeniser was then cleaned using deionised water. Once 
every specimen had been processed, 25 µl was added to each of the wells of the 
haematocytometer. Images of both wells were taken at 22.17 exposure and -2.75 grain, on a 
Olympus BX51 light microscope, using the xiCamTool application to take images at 20x 
magnification. Spermatid heads, (stained blue) were counted using ImageJ. 
2.10 Statistics   
Using SSPS version 25, Univariate General linear models (GLM) were used to test for effects 
of Long-bedding, Short-bedding and Genotype, with these factors added as individual 
variables in a three-way model. Differences between males for the masses of reproductive 
organs were assessed with body weight as a covariate. Differences between specific groups in 
sperm motility, counts and related parameters were assessed using independent-samples t-











3   Results 
3.1 Validation of Gαo antibodies 
A trial staining for the detection of Gαo in the VNO was first completed, using surplus VNO 
sections that were collected from some wild-type mice. This trial found that normal (WT) 
mice showed no defined staining in the basal area (were expect Gαo to be expressed), but 
instead staining was present throughout the section (Fig. 3.1c/g). To ascertain if the issue was 
a consequence of over-staining, a lesser dilution was used for the Gαo primary antibody, 
from the initial 1:500 to 1:2000. This resulted only in a lightening of the staining seen but it 
was spread across the same area (Fig. 3.1d/h). We then used a VNO section from a Gαo KO 
mouse as an additional negative control because these animals should show a complete lack 
of Gαo expression in this VNO area, but instead a similar dark pattern of staining was seen 
again (Fig 3.1b/f). The Gαo KO was expected to have similar level of staining to the negative 
control, where no primary antibody was added (Fig 3.1a/e), but instead was vastly darker. 
Because staining was observed in areas of the VNO where Gαo should not be expressed, and 
we observed staining in Gαo KO mice, we therefore concluded that antibody used (GNAO 
rabbit antibody GTX114439 from Sapphire Bioscience) may not have been suitable and 





Figure 3.1 Gαo staining verification. Image A. is the Negative Control at x20 magnification, 
and Image E. the x40 magnification. Image B. shows Gαo knockout with 1:500 dilution at 
x20 magnification, and Image F. the x40. Image C. shows wildtype with 1:500 dilution at 
x20, and Image G. the x40. Image D. shows wildtype with 1:2000 dilution at x20, Image H. 
is the x40. 
 
 
3.2 ps6 Activation 
A validation test-run for pS6 staining was conducted before the main experiment began. WT 
mice were exposed to female bedding then euthanised 1hr later, and this found distinctive 
staining of cells, compared to the control WT mice that received no bedding. This indicated 
that pS6 phosphorylation occurs in response to female bedding exposure and justified 
continuing with this approach with samples from all experimental mice. At the end of the 10-
week bedding or control treatment, animals from each “Long-bedding” (e.g. 10 weeks) 
treatment group were given either an acute “Short-bedding” odour exposure or clean bedding 
exposure 1hr before dissection (e.g. Fig 2.1). Thus, there were three factors in this analysis: 
Genotype, Long-bedding exposure, and Short-bedding exposure. We observed no significant 
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effect of Long-bedding exposure or Genotype on pS6 activation, although though there was a 
non-significant but marginal P value for an effect of Genotype in the three-way model (See 
Table 3.1). The effect of short-term bedding exposure on pS6 activation was statistically 
significant, indicating that female bedding administered 1hr before euthanasia has the 
strongest effect on cell activation. There was also a significant interaction between Long and 
Short-bedding treatment on pS6 activation. The statistical model was run again with only the 
factors of Genotype and Short-bedding, as these were the factors were hypothesized would 
influence pS6 activation prior to running the study. This again showed a non-significant 
effect of Genotype and a strong effect of short-term bedding exposure, with no evidence of an 
interaction (Table 3.2). 
 
The significant interaction between long and short-term bedding exposure is attributable to 
mice that previously had long-term exposure to female odours, showing a greater level of pS6 
activation, compared to those without long-term exposure. But the mice that did receive long-
term exposure had a diminished response to acute odour exposure immediately before 




Figure 3.2 Counts of pS6 cell activation under the influence of Long-bedding and Short-
bedding treatment. Data from both Genotypes is included in the figure. Error bars indicate 
standard error of the mean. 
 
As seen in the individual pictures of sections from WT mice (Fig 3.3): in males that had no 
long or short-term bedding exposure there is a clear lack of dark stained cells (Fig 3.3a), 
compared to its counterpart in Image (B) which had no Long-bedding exposure, but did have 
Short-bedding exposure. Image (B) showed the most clearly defined activated cells of all the 
samples (indicated by the red arrows). In males that had Long-bedding exposure & no Short-
bedding exposure (Fig 3.3c), there was an a seemingly increased level of activation for the 
samples, compared to the Image (A) samples, which would indicate an effect of Long-
bedding. This illustrates the significant interaction between Long-bedding and Short-bedding 
(Table 3.1 & 3.2). The combination of Long-bedding and Short-bedding exposure results in a 
decrease in activated cells, compared to Short-bedding exposure alone. Regarding the lack of 
significance for the individual factors of Genotype and Long-bedding, this may be due to the 
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low sample size, as samples were lost during VNO removal, sectioning, and 
immunohistochemistry washes. As an example, in Figure 3.3a the WT Control, for both Long 
and Short-bedding there was only 2 samples. This means that any inference about Short-
bedding and Long-bedding exposure interaction has a reduced statistical power. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 pS6 activated cells in Wildtype mice. Image A. represents No female Long-
bedding and No Short-bedding exposure. Image B. represents No female Long-bedding, but 
female Short-bedding exposure. Image C. represents female Long-bedding, but no Short-
bedding exposure and Image D. shows female Long-bedding and female Short-bedding 
exposure. Red arrows indicate some of the darkly stained, activated cells from each half of 
the VNO section. 
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Looking at responses to long and short-term bedding exposure in Gαo KO mice (Fig 3.4), we 
see a similar pattern of expression as the WT mice in Figure 3.3, (Images A, B, C and D 
correspond to the same treatments for both figures). Both show an increase due to Short-
bedding treatment and a seemingly increase in activated cells in Long-bedding treatment. 
Surprisingly there are stained, activated cells within the basal area, which is Gαo’s expression 
area (see Fig.3.4d red arrows). 
 
 
Figure 3.4 pS6 activated cells in Gαo Knockout mice. Image A. represents No female Long-
bedding and No Short-bedding exposure. Image B. represents No female Long-bedding, but 
female Short-bedding exposure. Image C. represents female Long-bedding, but no Short-
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bedding exposure and Image D. shows female Long-bedding and female Short-bedding 
exposure. Red arrows indicate some of the darkly stained, activated cells from each half of 
the VNO section. 
 
In Figure 3.5, showing ps6 counts for Genotype and Short-bedding exposure, a clear effect of 
Short-bedding exposure can be seen with both the WT and Gαo KO mice, showing an 
increase in cell activation. While the effect of Short-bedding is obviously significant from the 
graph, the marginal-non-significant effect of Genotype can also be seen, with Gαo KO mice 
having lower activated cell counts. 
  
Figure 3.5 Counts of pS6 cell activation under the influence of Genotypes (WT-wildtype and 
KO- Gαo Knockout) and Short-bedding treatment (Control- No female bedding and FB- 
Female bedding). Statistical significance (P ≤ 0.05) denoted by *. Error bars indicate standard 
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Table 3.1 pS6 Activation under the influence of Genotype, Long-bedding and Short-bedding 
exposure. Values in bold indicate statistical significance (P value ≤ 0.05). 
 d.f F P value 
Short-bedding 1.0, 24 25.487 <.001 
Long-bedding  1.0, 24 .065 .801 
Genotype 1.0, 24 3.186 .087 
Long-bedding*Genotype                                                    1.0, 24 1.275 .270 
Long-bedding*Short-bedding                                                    1.0, 24 5.002 .035 
Genotype*Short-bedding 1.0, 24 .856 .364 
Long-bedding*Genotype*Short-bedding                                                    1.0, 24 3.397 .078 
 
Table 3.2 pS6 Activation under the influence of Long and Short-bedding exposure. Values in 
bold indicate statistical significance (P value ≤ 0.05). 
 d.f F P value 
Short-bedding 1.0, 28 22.882 <.001 
Long-bedding 1.0, 28 .047 .831 
Short-bedding *Long-bedding 1.0, 28 4.230 .049 
 
Table 3.3 pS6 Activation under the influence of Genotype and Short-bedding exposure. 
Values in bold indicate statistical significance (P value ≤ 0.05). 
 d.f F P value 
Short-bedding 1.0, 28 19.702 <.001 
Genotype 1.0, 28 3.393 .076 
Short-bedding *Genotype 1.0, 28 .402 .531 
 
 
3.3 Testicular and Epididymal Sperm counts 
For testicular and epididymal sperm counts, data was first analysed with the three factors of 
Genotype, Long-bedding and Short-bedding, and no significance was found for Short-
bedding, as expected. Due to Short-term bedding unlikely having an effect on sperm counts 
within the hour of exposure, and this factor was not significant in a 3-factor model, this was 
removed from all further models and not displayed in figures (e.g. Table 3.4, Figure 3.6 and 
Figure 3.7). For testicular sperm counts there was no statistical significant effect (P value ≤ 
0.05) found for either Long-bedding or Genotype individually; nor significance for any 
interaction between them (see Table 3.4). From Figure 3.6 we can see that all data points are 
densely clustered with a few outliers in the WT groups. The mean and standard error of the 
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mean (SEM) for the Gαo KO Controls was below the other three groups, but this was due to 
the high outliers from the WT mice pulling up the means of their respective groups. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Testicular sperm counts under the influence of Genotype (WT- wildtype and KO- 
Gαo Knockout) and Long bedding treatment (Control- No female bedding and FB- Female 
bedding). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. 
 
For epididymal sperm counts there was a statistically significant effect of genotype (P value ≤ 
0.05); but no significance for any interaction between Genotype and Long-bedding, or Long-
bedding by itself (see Table 3.4). In Figure 3.7, a statistically significant increase in sperm 
counts can be seen in the Gαo KO groups, with a similar effect observed in both control or 
long-term bedding exposure environments. Compared to the testicular sperm counts, the 








































Figure 3.7 Epididymal sperm counts from the CASA program under the influence of 
Genotypes (WT- wildtype and KO- Gαo Knockout) and Long bedding treatment (Control- 
No female bedding and FB- Female bedding). Statistical significance (P ≤ 0.05) denoted by 
*. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.  
Table 3.4 Testicular and Epididymal Sperm Counts. Analysed with factors of Genotype and 
Long-bedding exposure. Values in bold indicate statistical significance (P value ≤ 0.05). 
 d.f F P value 
Testicular      
Long-bedding  1.0, 39 1.060 .310 
Genotype 1.0, 39 1.158 .288 
Long-bedding*Genotype                                                    1.0, 39 1.570 .218 
Epididymal    
Long-bedding  1.0, 39 .116 .735 
Genotype 1.0, 39 6.221 .017 






































3.4 Sperm Motility 
There were no significant effects found for Motility, Progressive, Rapid, Medium, Slow or 
Immotile sperm percentages (see Table 3.5). Figure 3.8a shows percentage of sperm Motility, 
with a lot of variation between data points for all groups and no obvious differences in 
means. Figure 3.8b shows percentages of progressive sperm, with more clustered data than 
the motile sperm. The WT control group showed a slightly lower percentage of progressive 




Table 3.5 Sperm motility, analysed with factors of Genotype and Long-bedding exposure. 
Motility is defined as any movement. Progressive motility is defined as movement from one 
location to another, and is calculated from the percentage of total motile sperm. Rapid, 
Medium, Slow and Immotile add together to equal 100% of the sperm sampled. Values in 
bold indicate statistical significance (P value ≤ 0.05). 
 d.f F P value 
Motility (%)     
Long-bedding  1.0, 39 .021 .885 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .206 .652 
Long-bedding*Genotype                                                    1.0, 39 .009 .925 
Progressive motility (%)     
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .113 .738 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .064 .801 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .823 .370 
Rapid (%)    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .576 .452 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .039 .845 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 1.107 .299 
Medium (%)    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .935 .340 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .007 .935 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .209 .650 
Slow (%)    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .619 .436 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .009 .923 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 2.328 .135 
Immotile (%)      
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .021 .885 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .206 .652 





Figure 3.8 Percentages of Motile sperm (A.) and Progressive sperm (B.) under the influence 
of Genotypes (WT-wildtype and KO- Gαo Knockout) and Long bedding treatment (Control- 

















































































3.5 Motile and Progressive Speeds 
Further analysis was conducted on the types of movement speeds within the sperm 
population. A variety of movements, such as circular motion or straight line velocity have 
been measured using the CASA system. Both Motile and Progressive categories were 
analysed for Average path velocity, Straight line velocity, Curvilinear velocity, Lateral head 
amplitude, Beat cross frequency, Straightness, Linearity and Wobble. There was no statistical 
significance found for Genotype, Long-bedding or Short-bedding, nor any interaction 
between them for movement speeds. The Short-bedding factor was removed from Table 3.6 


















Table 3.6 Motile Sperm Speeds. Analysed with factors of Genotype and Long-bedding 
exposure. Values in bold indicate statistical significance (P value ≤ 0.05). 
 d.f F P value 
Average path velocity (VAP; µm/s)     
Long-bedding  1.0, 39 .833 .367 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .001 .972 
Long-bedding*Genotype                                                    1.0, 39 1.025 .318 
Straight line velocity (VSL; µm/s)      
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 1.189 .282 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .018 .894 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 1.256 .269 
Curvilinear velocity (VCL; µm/s)     
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .374 .545 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .162 .690 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 1.464 .234 
Lateral head amplitude (µm) ALH    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .004 .948 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .148 .702 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .930 .341 
Beat cross frequency (Hz) BCF    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .409 .526 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .017 .897 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .964 .332 
Straightness (VSL/VAP) STR    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 1.881 .178 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .041 .840 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 1.769 .191 
Linearity (VSL/VCL) LIN     
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 1.568 .218 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .038 .847 
Long bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .924 .342 
Wobble WOB    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 1.061 .309 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .433 .514 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .216 .645 
 
 
3.6 Accessory Reproductive Organ Weights 
Preputial glands, testis and seminal vesicle weights were analysed with the three factors of 
Genotype, Long-bedding and Short-bedding, while also including body weight as a covariate. 
No significant effect of Short-bedding was observed. Due to Short-term bedding being 
unlikely to have an effect on organ weight within one hour, this was removed from Table 3.7 
and Figure 3.9. There was no statistical significance (P value ≤ 0.05) found for the effect of 
Long-bedding and Genotype individually; nor significance for any interaction between them 
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when the organs weights were analysed (Table 3.7). Figure 3.9a and c show a similar 
pattern/spread of organ weight for the preputial and seminal vesicles, respectively. Figure 
3.9b for Mean testis weight, shows the averaged weight of the left and right testis with very 
condensed SEM bars, with the only distinct variation in data points present in the WT female 
bedding with one extremely low data point and in Gαo female bedding one extremely high 
data point. These are real datapoints and abnormal sizes of testes where noted at dissection. 
Removal of these two data points does not affect the results.  
 
Table 3.7 Accessory Reproductive Organ Weights. Preputial glands, Mean Testis and 
Seminal Vesicle weights, analysed under the factors of Genotype and Long-bedding 
exposure. Values in bold indicate statistical significance (P value ≤ 0.05). 
 d.f F P value 
Preputial Glands (g)    
Long-bedding  1.0, 39 .549 .463 
Genotype 1.0, 39 1.205 .279 
Long-bedding*Genotype                                                    1.0, 39 .000 .993 
Mean Testis (g)     
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .007 .932 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .709               .405 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 1.090               .303 
Seminal Vesicles (g)    
Long-bedding 1.0, 36 .876 .355 
Genotype 1.0, 36 .137               .713 



























































































Figure 3.9 Reproductive organ weights for preputial glands (Graph A.), Mean testis weight 
(Graph B.) and seminal vesicles (Graph C.) under the influence of Genotypes (WT-wildtype 
and KO- Gαo Knockout) and Long bedding treatment (Control- No female bedding and FB- 
Female bedding). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. 
 
3.7 Change in Body Weight 
Body weight over the experiment was first analysed using a repeated measures GLM, 
including body weight of mice at each week of the experiment in the model. This indicated 
that there was an interaction between time and genotype (Table 3.8). Therefore data was 
analysed separately on a week by week basis. The initial weights, recorded before the 
experiment started, showed that the Gαo KO mice were significantly heavier than the WT 
mice (Fig 3.10a).  
Table 3.9 breaks down the significance of weight change week by week over the experiment 
(Week 1 being the initial weigh in and counted as 0, weight change following this point was 
then subsequently calculated). After only one week there was an almost significant (P value 
.051) difference in weight change between WT and Gαo KO males, with the genotypes 
increasing and decreasing in weight respectively (Fig 3.10b). This trend of almost 
significance between Genotypes carries on for Week 4 and 5. Table 3.9 shows that in Weeks 
6, 8, 9 and 10 there was a statistically significant drop in Gαo KO weights compared to WT, 
and Weeks 6, 9 and 10 have high significance (P value ≤ 0.01). From Figure 3.10b, the trend 
over the 10 weeks shows that the Gαo KO’s lost weight and the WT’s either gained or 




Table 3.8 Change in Body weight with repeated measures with the factor of Time, Genotype 
and Long-bedding using Greenhouse-Geisser. Values in bold indicate statistical significance 
(P value ≤ 0.05). 
 d.f F P value 
Time 3.7, 143 4.432 .003 
Time*Genotype 3.7, 143 3.166 .019 
Time*Long-bedding 3.7, 143 1.430 .230 





































Table 3.9 Change in Body Weight per week. Week 1 shows the initial weights between 
genotypes. Week 2 onwards shows the change in weights per week and was analysed with 
factors of Genotype and Long-bedding exposure. Values in bold indicate statistical 
significance (P value ≤ 0.05). 
 d.f F P value 
Week 1 Initial Weights    
Genotype 1.0, 41 5.720 .021 
Week 2    
Long-bedding  1.0, 39 .084 .774 
Genotype 1.0, 39 4.068 .051 
Long-bedding*Genotype                                                    1.0, 39 .685 .413 
Week 3     
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .012 .915 
Genotype 1.0, 39 1.705 .199 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 1.568 .218 
Week 4    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .769 .386 
Genotype 1.0, 39 3.262 .079 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .409 .526 
Week 5    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .212 .648 
Genotype 1.0, 39 2.952 .094 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .510 .479 
Week 6    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .625 .434 
Genotype 1.0, 39 9.924 .003 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .001 .981 
Week 7    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .080 .779 
Genotype 1.0, 39 1.329 .256 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .125 .726 
Week 8    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 1.657 .206 
Genotype 1.0, 39 4.183 .048 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .381 .540 
Week 9    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 1.083 .304 
Genotype 1.0, 39 9.769 .003 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .502 .483 
Week 10    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .302 .586 
Genotype 1.0, 39 9.287 .004 





Figure 3.10  Change in body weight. Graph A. shows Initial weights of mice by genotypes. 
Graph B. shows the weight change over the 10 weeks, under the influence of Genotypes 









































(WT-wildtype and KO- Gαo Knockout) and Long bedding treatment (Control- No female 
bedding and FB- Female bedding). The changeover of completely fresh bedding was done at 
Week 4 and 8. Statistical significance (P ≤ 0.05) denoted by * . Error bars indicate standard 










































4   Discussion 
4.1 ps6 showed significant activation after one hour exposure and an interaction between 
Short-bedding and Long-bedding was also present 
The effect of female odorant exposure, 1hr before euthanasia, resulted in a highly significant 
increase in pS6 activated cells in the VNO. This indicates that the odorant exposure used in 
the experiment was sufficient to activate the VNO system, which could subsequently elicit 
physiological effects. This significant activation was consistent with data from Silvotti et al., 
(16), which found that female odorants can only induce pS6 immunoreactivity (activation) 
within the apical region of the male VNO. Where our data differs from previous work, is that 
in our experiment, activation was present in the basal and apical regions of the male VNO 
(see Fig. 3.3 & 3.4). In Silvotti et al. (16), it was shown that when male mice are given 
female odorants this activates the apical region of the VNO, but when males are given male 
odorants, neuronal activation occurs in both apical and basal regions, as male odorants 
activate neurons throughout the VNO. As our mice were singly housed and only background 
levels of male odorants were present (i.e. from other cages within the room), this calls into 
question which areas of the VNO are activated by female odorant cues in male mice. The 
issue of activation location is also relevant in relation to the Gαo KO mice in our study, 
which don’t have expression of Gαo within the VNO. We expected these animals to have 
non-functional basal VNO neurons because they do not express the required G-protein, but 
they appear to show some activated cells within the basal region in response to female odour. 
This may be explained by observations that the spread of Gαo or Gαi2 neurons is not isolated 
to specific regions by a straight-line, but instead showed a “wave” pattern (14, 17). This made 
the distinction between pS6 cell location harder in this study. Initially there was a plan to 
stain Gαo expressing neurons to identify if pS6 activation was present within the basal layer 
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of WT mice, but due to failure of the Gαo antibody in our experiment, this data was not 
available. 
Deletion of Gαo did not have a significant effect on pS6 activation. It was hypothesised that 
the Gαo KO’s would show less activation compared to the WT, due to them having fewer 
functioning neurons to activate. The effect of genotype in a 3-WAY model was almost 
significant (P = .087), and may be detectable with greater power, but we did not observe the 
strong effect that might be expected from deleting this key G-protein from the VNO.  The 
lack of a significant effect fits in with the results of Silvotti et al. (16), as apical (Gαi2) 
neurons where those that were activated in males exposed to female odorants, so by knocking 
out the Gαo basal neurons, this shouldn’t effect cell activation counts. This is consistent with 
my data as both WT and Gαo KO mice that received 1hr odorant exposure showed the same 
level of activation within the VNO. 
A particular interest for this experiment was not just the effect of immediate short-bedding 
exposure, but the effect of long term odorant exposure over 10 weeks. Due to VNO neurons 
being responsible for eliciting primer effects (15), the constant exposure to pheromones is 
likely to change the function of the VNO and the downstream primer effects. Two predictions 
were made regarding how long term female odorant exposure would influence neuronal 
activation, where either the residual activation or a desensitization of VNO could influence 
responses. Residual activation would be due to female bedding being present in their cages 
consistently up until their euthanasia due to long-term bedding exposure (all mice received 
their last does of bedding, fresh or female, 2-3 days before euthanasia) and them re-inhaling it 
constantly throughout this period. This would result in a slight, but constant activation of 
neurons for the mice the received Long-bedding exposure. Neuron desensitization is the 
possibility that mice that had Long-bedding exposure would have less activation of their 
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neurons, when administered the 1hr bedding exposure, due to the neurons already being 
desensitized from previous exposure to stimuli over the prior weeks. This latter idea is 
supported again by Silvotti et al. (16). They found that while the activation of pS6 was 
significant and rapid following exposure to pheromones, if pheromonal exposure was 
sustained, the VNO was unable to respond the same to odorants, until several hours had 
passed. From our results, it seems to indicate that both predictions are correct. There was a 
significant interaction found between the Long-bedding and Short-bedding treatments. Long-
bedding exposure increased cell activation, compared to controls, indicating that there was 
residual activation of the neurons from the consistent odour exposure. With this in mind we 
expected that the Long-bedding exposure would cause an even greater increase in cell counts 
when combined with Short-bedding exposure, compared to the mice that received Short-
bedding exposure only. Actually the opposite appears to be true (see Fig 3.2). Mice that 
received Short-bedding exposure only, without any previous exposure to female bedding, 
tended to have higher counts than any other groups. This could be because those who had 
previously been chronically exposed to female bedding over a long period showed neuron 
desensitization. The neurons were not as reactive in this group because they weren’t receiving 
a fresh stimulation.  
This poses future questions around primer effect duration and intensity. If a long-term 
filtering mechanism for pheromones exists within the VNO, then does a longer time frame 
for odorant exposure produce more intense primer effects, or would we expect animals to 
become desensitized in their reproductive response. Answering such a question would require 
a number of different time points to be analysed, which would allow reproductive primer 
effects to develop and be detected, but then an even longer period of odour exposure where 
the animals become desensitized.  
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4.2 Testicular Sperm Counts showed no significant difference between groups 
The activation of cells within the VNO due to the female odorant exposure, as indicated in 
the pS6 experiment, would then be expected to cause flow-on effects to the hypothalamus. 
This would cause an increase secretion of gonadotrophic hormones (LH & FSH), increasing 
testosterone production, resulting in an increase in reproductive abilities, including sperm 
production within the testes (Aka. spermatogenesis). We observed that female bedding 
exposure activated VNO neurons, as assessed by pS6 counts, therefore we expected that these 
responses would lead to increased testicular sperm counts. However, we found no change in 
these sperm counts according to either Genotype, Long-bedding or Short-bedding exposure. 
This partially contrasts with the sperm counts observed in the epididymis, where sperm 
counts were higher in Gαo KO mice (see next paragraph), which we might expect could be 
caused by greater testicular sperm production. There was one study focused on male 
reproductive primer effects and testicular sperm counts (36) but this was based on male on 
male interactions which increased the testicular sperm counts. Thus it has not previously been 
established whether changes in testicular sperm counts occurs in response to female primer 
cues. 
 
4.3 Epididymal Sperm Counts were unexpectedly increased with Gαo deletion, but were 
unaffected by odorant exposure. 
It was expected that the epididymal sperm count would increase with exposure to female 
odorants, and the Gαo KO mice would not show the same increase. It has been shown that 
long-term female bedding exposure can result in an increase in sperm counts in dominant 
males but not in subordinates (11). The Gαo KO mice were expected to show a lack of 
response as half of their VNO neurons are deactivated. Instead, surprisingly, there was an 
increase in epididymal sperm counts for the Gαo KO mice irrespective of bedding exposure. 
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Due to a previous paper (16), showing that Gαi2-expressing neurons are the most activated 
during short term exposure to female odorants, it makes sense that their wouldn’t be an effect 
of deleting Gαo-expressing neurons in this experiment. However, in this case we would still 
expect an effect of long-term bedding exposure on reproductive physiology in both 
genotypes. It was hoped that the long term stimulation of the VNO might reveal any defects 
in the Gαo KO’s, due to inactivation of half the VNO resulting in a cumulative defect that is 
detectable after a longer period of time. But it was found that the Gαo KO’s showed a 
significant increase in sperm counts compared to the WT, regardless of whether they had any 
long term odorant exposure. This unexpected outcome is discussed more in the “Body weight 
changes” paragraph. 
Because there was no effect of long-term bedding exposure, it is important to consider how 
our research differs to previous experiments.  Previous research on sperm changes in relation 
to female odorants were performed under the relationship of a dominant and submissive 
mouse social structure (11, 30). This territorial aspect, in which the mice can smell male 
odorants (of competition) and female odorants (of mates), produces a competitive 
environment for the reproductive changes to take place. The lack of territorial stimulation 
may be one reason that expected sperm changes did not take place in our study. As for the 
reason for detecting a genotype effect in epididymal but not testicular sperm counts, this 
could be due to the sampling protocol for the epididymal counts, where the sperm were 
allowed to swim out for 5 mins. This would ensure more motile and only some immotile 
sperm would be counted, whereas the testicular counts would include all immotile and future 
motile sperm. This may explain why the counts for genotypes were different within the two 




4.4 No change in Epididymal Sperm Motility or Speeds with odour exposure. 
There was no significant difference found between any of the motility parameters, for any of 
the treatments. Previous research in the context of primer effects has assessed percentage 
sperm motility but primer cues were again assessed in an environment of “competition” and 
“possible mates”. Within these studies dominant mice show higher sperm motility than the 
subordinate mice, when exposed to female odorants. And when no female odorants are 
present, there is no difference in sperm motility between males of different social status (11). 
Therefore it was hypothesized in this study that female bedding exposure would increase 
sperm motility in isolated males, without territorial stimulus and without subordinate 
suppression, but this was not demonstrated. It may therefore be the case that males need cues 
of other competitors to elicit an increase in sperm motility. In another study assessing 
whether primer effects can control motility, the VNO was surgically removed from 
subordinate mice causing them to have high sperm motility like dominate males (30). The 
VNO removal experiment was conducted without female bedding exposure, just in a 
territorial environment, showing that the VNO controls the suppression of sperm motility that 
occurs with male-male competitive cues. 
 
4.5 No significant change in any of the accessory reproductive organ weights 
It was expected that preputial gland size would increase with long-term bedding exposure, as 
the female odorants would invoke a response in the male mice to produce more pheromones 
for sexual signalling and bigger preputial glands are needed to accommodate this. This has 
been shown in previous research, but again in males that have also been exposed to male-
competition at the same time (11, 34, 35). Males in a territorial environment showed greater 
preputial gland mass after 3-wks of female bedding exposure, and greater preputial weights 
were also found in dominant mice that were kept with subordinates and exposed to female 
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bedding. This can also be seen in wild-derived mice when exposed to competitors and 
potential mates (37). The data found in this experiment showed no significant differences in 
preputial gland weights for any of the examined factors, which may be a consequence of the 
lack of territorial stimulation during female bedding exposure. 
Testicular size was expected to increase with female bedding exposure, to aid in the increase 
of sperm production. Gαo KO mice, again, may have been expected to show less of an 
increase compared to the WT mice. This was not seen in the data, and there was no difference 
in the mean weights between any groups. This result makes sense when looking at a similar 
study that looked at testis size versus internal morphology, to determine what was causing the 
rise in sperm counts in competitive environments (26). An important factor was that this 
previous study was conducted under a competitive environment, and resulted in an increase 
in sperm output for male mice. They showed that increased sperm output was associated with 
an increased density in sperm-producing tissue within the testes, but no overall increase in 
testis size (60). In future research on primer effects it would be interesting to assess changes 
in testis morphology, since this may cause changes in sperm number/motility. Unfortunately I 
was unable to do this in the present study because of a change in Covid alert levels at the end 
of my laboratory analysis period. 
It was thought with an increase in spermatic output there would also be an increase in seminal 
fluid to support it, and hence a larger seminal vesicle mass would be required. Ejaculate fluid 
contains a specific mix of seminal fluid proteins, which can be vital to male reproductive 
success under competitive conditions. It has been shown that seminal fluid composition can 
alter upon cues from other males, this also showed marginally significant effect for seminal 
vesicles size, with males in high competition groups showing an increase in size (36). 
Exposure to female odours within our study had no effect on seminal vesicle weights, nor did 
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Genotype, but under territorial stimulation an effect may be seen for these groups as seminal 
vesicle weights are under the modulation of the VNO (36). 
 
4.6 Change in body weight was dependent on Genotype, not female bedding exposure.  
From previous papers it was expected that exposure to female bedding would cause the 
weight of the mice to decrease, as their bodies try to produce metabolically costly sexual 
signals, including pheromone production and release, to reciprocate the signals to the females 
(34, 37). Male-specific olfactory signals are testosterone dependent (38-40)  and their 
expression has been associated with metabolic costs (41-43).  
  It was predicted that the WT and Gαo KO mice with no female bedding exposure would 
show an unchanged weight over the 10 weeks. The WT mice with female bedding exposure 
would then show a decrease in weight, and the Gαo KO mice with the same treatment would 
either show no decrease or a slight decrease in weight, as they would not be able to detect the 
full extent of the female odours. The results from this experiment were strikingly different 
from our original hypothesis. Both WT groups - long-bedding exposure and control - showed 
an increase in weight or returned to their original weight over the 10 week period. There was 
no overall effect of long-term bedding treatment in either genotype. The lack of change with 
the bedding treatment type may be due to that lack of male-male interaction along with the 
exposure to female bedding. Previous research that has shown changes in weight with female 
odours can be elicited in males in a territorial environment. In fact the same test was 
completed on male mice in a singly housed setting and a territorial setting, with the effect of a 
genetic mutation only being present under a territorial setting (34). An increase in 
competition invokes the males to produce more sexual signals and mark their territory more 
often, which can drain them metabolically and cause weight loss. I would hypothesize that if 
we performed the same experiment again under territorial conditions, the Gαo KO mice 
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would show less weight loss than the WT mice as they would not be stimulated by female 
odours to the same extent, and they may also fail to detect male-male cues of competition. 
Our results show a statistically significant drop in the weight of the Gαo KO mice over the 10 
weeks irrespective of bedding exposure. This links to the epididymal sperm counts which 
were higher in Gαo KO’s. It is possible that Gαo KO mice are investing more in sperm 
production and this is metabolically draining; it is also possible that Gαo KO mice were 
investing in other aspects of reproduction that were not assessed in this study, which could 
further contribute to weight loss. An initial consideration for why the Gαo KO’s showed a 
significant investment in reproduction compared to the WT mice was that the Gαo KO mice 
where more immune to isolation stress. Prior to the start of the odour exposure period, males 
were separated from their siblings and isolated, to avoid fighting between males when female 
bedding exposure began. Male recognition is dependent on Gαo neuronal function, in fact 
Gαo is an essential requirement for the display of male–male territorial aggression (13). 
Having low recognition of other male mice’s odorants throughout the Gαo KO’s earlier lives 
means the change from group housing to a singly housed environment, were no male 
odorants were present, might not be perceived as a substantial change in social environment. 
The WT mice on the other hand would notice the change in housing conditions, and possibly 
feel isolation stress, resulting in a decrease in reproductive output (48, 58, 59), this can also 
explain why the Gαo KO’s weighted more than the WT mice after being singly housed two 
weeks before the start of the experiment, as isolation stress is also known to cause weight 
loss.  
A connected hypothesis is that alongside the Gαo KO’s lack of isolation stress, they may also 
present as default dominant males. Dominant WT mice have higher sperm motility and 
counts than in subordinate males (11). But when the VNO is surgically removed (total 
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deactivation of neurons compared to the half-deactivation in the Gαo KO’s), the subordinate 
mice without the VNO show the same higher levels of sperm motility as the dominants (30). 
This is due to the VNO removed mice being free from the influence of supressing 
pheromones from the dominants. Male dominance is determined by testosterone levels (47) 
and higher levels changes the pheromonal output of the dominant mice. There is no 
pheromonal signal of subordination, only a lack of testosterone, so it is the dominant’s 
pheromones that impacts on the subordinate and defines the relationship. Male odorants 
activate both Gαi2 and Gαo regions (16) in males, and so the Gαo KO mice would show a 
partial immunity to the suppressive effects of dominant pheromones.  
Due to the Gαo KO mice’s VNO not detecting the full extent of dominant odours, they may 
identify all other males as submissive, and therefore default into the dominant category, and 
produce the reproductive output occurring with this status. The WT mice in comparison 
would be a mix of dominant and submissive mice, and so would have a general trend of being 
less fertile as a group, compared to the “always” dominant Gαo KO mice. 
The issue that arises with the Gαo KO “default dominance” hypothesis is that the males from 
this experiment were singly housed for 12 weeks in total, so there would have been no further 
dominant-submissive interactions that would reaffirm the Gαo KO’s dominance. This brings 
back into question primer effect duration, and how quickly the status of dominance would be 
expected to diminish - and the reproductive physiology that is associated with this status. If 
the Gαo KO mice were still showing dominance status after 12 weeks, this would suggest 
that perception of dominance can have long-term effects on males even after the social 
structures that lead to these are removed. It is possible that Gαo KO males perceived 
themselves as dominant since puberty and all of adult life, which may lead to even longer 
lasting effects than if you are a dominant for a short-term of time. This speculation presents 
ideas for interesting future studies for the function of the entire VNO in reproductive 
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physiology over different temporal scales, and the modulation of effects between Gαo and 
Gαi2 neurons. 
 
4.7 Flaws and advantages to this study 
The mice used in this experiment were of a slightly older age (6-9 months at the start) than 
most mice used in reproductive studies (2-5 months old) (61), and this could have had an 
effect on the reproductive output they displayed. Not only due to slight defects in pheromone 
detection (52), that are present with age, but also a decrease in sperm motility and counts 
(54). These mice were not of an extreme, advanced age, but nonetheless their age should be 
taken into consideration when analysing the results of this experiment. 
The staining for Gαo in the VNO was likely unsuccessful due to the antibody not binding 
specifically and this hindered the ability to see if there was specific activation of Gαo neurons 
in WT mice with female odour exposure. This also hindered any comparison to other studies 
(13, 15, 16), as the quantification of the different VNO regions was missing. The counting of 
pS6 activated cells was a subjective process because I was not able to quantify this 
automatically in ImageJ because of the variation in staining spread in each section. Therefore 
I had to count stained cells individually by hand.  Even though I was blinded to treatments 
while doing the counting this would have caused human error. Cells were counted three 
times, and each time they were recounted my personal perception of a stained cell changed 
and so a slight increase in counts was present each time. Thus the counts may have some 
inaccuracies and further effects may be found if a more accurate way of counting could be 
developed. 
An advantage to this study was the assessment of ps6 staining responses to both Long-
bedding and Short-bedding exposure. This combination of treatments hadn’t been done 
before and generates new ideas about the modulation of primer effects with long term 
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exposure to odorants. The main limitation in this context was the small sample sizes in 
individual groups for this parameter. With three different factors and some loss in samples for 
the VNO sections, some groups were reduced to N=2. This made it impossible to detect 
three-way interactions and I may have failed to detect effects of genotype or interactions 
between genotype and the bedding responses. A greater sample size in further studies is 
required to tease out these effects. 
And finally the biggest contributor to my data’s lack of significance in many reproductive 
areas, was likely the lack of a territorial environment, because without the threat of 
competition, no investment in reproduction was deemed necessary for the male mice. No 
study has directly shown that the combination of male and female cues is necessary for 
female pheromones to elicit primer effects, but I hypothesize that this is likely an important 
factor that modulates male reproductive investment. Because most studies use territorial 
environments for their mice, there are not many studies that use only female cues as a 
comparison for our study. The lack of reproductive changes from female odorants seen in our 
results are likely to be from our lack of a territorial environment, in contrast to the previous 
literature. This can be explicitly tested in future experiments. 
 
4.8 Future perspectives  
If this experiment was to be repeated in the future the addition of our male mice having 
exposure to other males, throughout the experiment, would provide the territorial 
environment that has been suggested in many studies to generate competitive changes in 
reproductive outputs (36, 62, 63). A comparative experiment could also be performed that 
examines primer effects in the presence or absence of male cues to help confirm this 
territorial effect. The addition of male cues could also reveal effects of Gαo deletion within 
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the Gαo KO mice. As mentioned in a previous paragraph, male odorants activate both regions 
of VNO, while the female odorants predominantly activate the apical (Gαi2 expression) area. 
The combination of these two odorants could be required to cause reproductive primer effects 
in males, on top of the visual component of the territorial stimulation. By deactivating Gαo-
expressing neurons, but leaving Gαi2-expressing neurons intact, this would disrupt the 
balance of responses that are driven by perception of both female and male odorants, leaving 
only Gαi2-driven responses intact. Ideally, the same experiment could also be performed 
using Gαi2 KO mice instead of Gαo KO mice to compare the reproductive responses driven 
by these different neurons. Gαi2 KO mice have previously been created and have had 
behavioural analysis performed on them (64), showing that male Gαi2 KO mice have 
significantly less aggression toward an intruder compared to WT mice. 
Why the effect of genotype was present in a non-territorial environment and even without 
female bedding stimulation can be expanded more by placing Gαo KO mice in a dominant 
and subordinate relationship, similar to the experiment conducted on the surgical removed 
VNO mice. By exposing the Gαo KO mice to a dominant male, we could test if the Gαo 
KO’s could still produce the same reproductive capabilities as the dominants. An extension of 
this experiment would be to test if when the Gαo KO mice are placed into isolation after their 
male exposure, do they retain the high levels of sperm motility. 
The addition of LH levels and testicular morphology would be a significant help in 
confirming the primer effects, as these have shown significant changes with female odorant 
exposure (21, 26), and would also help to reveal the reproductive pathway that causes primer 
effects in response to odorant cues. 
The relationship between Long and Short-bedding exposure holds a lot of promise in the 
study of primer effects. Residual activation and desensitization of the neurons is likely to be 
involved in primer effect duration and intensity (16). Understanding the filtering mechanism 
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of the VNO in response to long-term pheromone exposure could change the way in which 
primer effect studies are conducted. This may help to discover if a longer time frame between 
odorant exposures may produce a more intense primer effect, and how long it take for a VNO 




The neurons within the vomeronasal organ showed a large increase in activation with short-
term bedding exposure, irrespective of whether Gαo was deleted in the VNO. When mice 
were given long-term bedding exposure and short-term bedding exposure combined, this 
resulted in fewer neurons being activated in the vomeronasal organ, compared to those 
without long-term bedding exposure, suggesting desensitization of the response. Sperm 
motility and reproductive organ weights showed no significant changes with female odour 
exposure. I hypothesize this is because males were not exposed to a territorial environment. 
There was an increase in epididymal sperm counts for the Gαo KO mice, and over the ten-
week experiment these mice lost more weight compared to wildtype mice. An increase in 
sperm counts is a sign of a dominant mouse, and a decrease in body weight could suggest 
reproductive investment, as energy is being investing in sperm production and secreting 
pheromones to attract female mice. This could suggest that the Gαo KO mice self-identify as 
dominants, due to them not being able to fully detect other male pheromones across most of 
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6 Appendices  
Table 6.1 Spermatic Buffer (mTH) 
Component                        (mM) 
NaCl                                   131.89 
KCl                                     2.68 
CaCl2                                  1.80 
MgCl2 6H2O                       0.49 
NaH2PO4 2H20                   0.36 
Hepes                                  20.00 
Glucose                               5.56 
Bovine serum albumin        4mg/ml 
Phenol red                           5μg/ml 
Kanamycin                          50μg/ml 
 
pH adjusted with NaOH 
pH =7.4 at 37°C after equilibrium 
 
 
Table 6.2 Antibodies, Catalogue Number and Company 
pS6 Primary antibody (S235/236) Rabbit antibody 2211L from Cell Signalling 
GNAO rabbit antibody GTX114439 from Sapphire Bioscience 
Biotinylated secondary antibody, Goat anti Rb Ig(H+L) biotinylated BA-1000 from Vector 
 
 
Table 6.3 Progressive Sperm Speeds. Analysed with factors of Genotype and Long-bedding 
exposure. Values in bold indicate statistical significance (P value ≤ 0.05). 
 d.f F P value 
Average path velocity (VAP; µm/s)     
Long-bedding  1.0, 39 .852 .362 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .121 .729 
Long-bedding*Genotype                                                    1.0, 39 .586 .449 
Straight line velocity (VSL; µm/s)      
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 1.241 .272 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .047 .830 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .775 .384 
Curvilinear velocity (VCL; µm/s)     
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .449 .507 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .006 .940 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .580 .451 
Lateral head amplitude (µm) ALH    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .221 .641 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .343 .562 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 1.218 .277 
Beat cross frequency (Hz) BCF    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 .342 .562 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .114 .737 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .467 .499 
65 
Straightness (VSL/VAP) STR    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 1.911 .175 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .027 .870 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .841 .365 
Linearity (VSL/VCL) LIN     
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 1.680 .203 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .368 .547 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .577 .452 
Wobble WOB    
Long-bedding 1.0, 39 1.153 .290 
Genotype 1.0, 39 .893 .350 
Long-bedding*Genotype 1.0, 39 .257 .615 
 
